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PINE LOW TABLE ・ FOLDING TYPE

Assembly Instruction

・Thank you for purchasing this MUJI product.

・Please read carefully before using and assembling this product.

・Please retain these instruction for future reference.

First, place table on a rug, then remove the hook and loop fastner.
*After releasing two wires, reattach the hook and loop fastner.
(picture 1.)

picture 1.

Buckle

Hold tip of legs and open.
*Do not hold the base of the leg while opening.

Open buckles and place (B) into (A), 
then lock buckles. (picture 2.)

Place wire  into
the hollowed part.

Set up the desk.

COMPLETION

picture 2. 

Release (1) by lifting (2). Place wire (B) into (A).

Hook (1) and lock (2). Make sure the buckle 
is locked.

All metal fixtures are fixed very tightly to the desk.
Make sure to fasten the buckle tightly.

・Make sure that all legs are standing straight before use.
・Do not use as a stool.
・Direct sunlight, heater, and/or high tempature and high humidity might
cause warping, discoloration, or change in quality.
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                   MAXIMUM LOAD: 15 kg or 33lbs

PINE LOW TABLE ・ FOLDING TYPE

Assembly Instructions

・Thank you for purchasing MUJI products.

・Please read carefully before using and assembling this product.

・Please retain these instructions.

First, place table on a rug, then remove the velcro.
*After releasing two wires, reattach the velcro.
(picture 1.)

picture 1.

Buckle

Hold tip of legs and open.
*Do not hold the base of the leg while opening.

Open buckles and place(B) into (A), 
then lock buckles. (picture 2.)

Place wire  into
the hollowed part.

Set up the desk.

COMPLETION

picture 2. 

Release (1) by lifting (2). Place (B) into (A).

Hook (1) and lock (2). Make sure the buckle 
is locked.

All metal fixtures are fixed very tightly to the desk.
Make sure to fasten the buckle tightly.

・Make sure that all legs are standing straight before use.
・Do not use as a stool.
・Direct sunlight, heater, and/or high tempature and high humidity might
cause warping, discoloration, or change in quality.
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MAXIMUM LOAD: 33.06lb
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